ABSTRACT

In autoconstructive evolutionary algorithms, individuals implement not only candidate solutions to specified computational problems, but also their own methods for variation of offspring. This makes it possible for the variation methods to themselves evolve, which could, in principle, produce a system with an enhanced capacity for adaptation and superior problem solving power. Prior work on autoconstruction has explored a range of system designs and their evolutionary dynamics, but it has not solved hard problems. Here we describe a new approach that can indeed solve at least some hard problems. We present the key components of this approach, including the use of linear genomes for hierarchically structured programs, a diversity-maintaining parent selection algorithm, and the enforcement of diversification constraints on offspring. We describe a software synthesis benchmark problem that our new approach can solve, and we present visualizations of data from single successful runs of autoconstructive vs. non-autoconstructive systems on this problem. While anecdotal, the data suggests that variation methods, and therefore significant aspects of the evolutionary process, evolve over the course of the autoconstructive runs.

1. INTRODUCTION

Designers of evolutionary algorithms have long faced decisions about which aspects of their algorithms they should try to specify explicitly themselves, and which aspects should be allowed to evolve by variation and selection.

In traditional genetic algorithms and genetic programming systems, solutions to problems evolve but almost everything else is specified by the system designer. However, several researchers have developed systems in which aspects of the systems themselves are subject to evolutionary adaptation [2, 34, 3, 9, 25, 10, 33, 4, 52, 31, 53]. In some cases, the primary aim of such “meta-evolutionary,” or “self-adaptive” system research is to alleviate the burden on human system designers and applications engineers for specifying system configuration information or parameters. Other researchers, however, are motivated by the hope that evolution could do a better job than humans can do in making system design decisions, and that self-evolving evolutionary algorithms might therefore be able to solve problems that are beyond the reach of more “hard-coded” systems.

Various aspects of an evolutionary algorithm might be allowed to evolve, ranging from mutation rates to mate selection algorithms. Several researchers have noted that the design of variation methods, in particular, is both crucial and non-trivial, and have considered ways in which genetic operators might be produced and improved by evolutionary processes. Genetic programming systems are well suited to work in this area, which has sometimes been called “meta-genetic programming,” because genetic programming systems are designed to evolve programs, and because genetic operators are themselves programs [30, 22, 8, 51, 7, 12].

“Autoconstructive evolution” is the name given to a particular approach to the evolution of variation in an evolutionary computation system, in which the evolving individuals implement not only candidate solutions to specified computational problems, but also their own methods for variation of offspring [35, 49, 38, 13, 14]. This makes it possible for the variation methods in the population to themselves be varied, and thereby to evolve.

Autoconstructive evolution systems can be contrasted to other meta-genetic programming approaches, in which the evolving variation methods are distinct from evolving problem solutions, and are sometimes evolved using distinct variation, selection, and assessment methods. In autoconstructive evolution the methods for variation are encoded in the same individuals that are being evolved as solutions to the target problem. The autoconstructive approach is arguably more biological than other approaches to meta-evolution, because although many aspects of biological variation mechanisms are shared across the biosphere and have been conserved for billions of years, others vary from organism to organism and change over the course of evolution.

Whether the autoconstructive approach can produce more powerful evolutionary computation systems than those produced by other approaches is currently an open question.
Prior autoconstructive evolution systems could only solve relatively simple problems, but they demonstrated and allowed for exploration of the evolutionary dynamics that result when variation methods can themselves vary as components of individuals. The fact that these systems could be outperformed by standard genetic programming systems was not surprising; whereas standard systems employ human-designed variation mechanisms, autoconstructive evolution systems must discover effective variation mechanisms and maintain or enhance them over evolutionary time. The prior work allowed for the study of fundamental principles of autoconstructive evolution, but it did not produce high-functioning problem-solving systems; the methods did not reach the critical threshold for self-improvement that would permit higher levels of evolutionary innovation to occur.

In this paper we describe a new approach to autoconstruction that can indeed solve at least some hard problems. In the next section we describe Push, a representation for evolving programs that was originally developed to support autoconstruction and has been used in several previous studies. We then describe the key components of our new approach, which is implemented in a system called AutoDoG (for “Autoconstructive Diversification of Genomes”), emphasizing the fact that we do not yet know which components may be responsible for AutoDoG’s successes. Next, we describe a software synthesis benchmark problem, “Replace Space with Newline,” that AutoDoG can solve, and we compare data from single successful runs of autoconstructive vs. non-autoconstructive systems on this problem. Finally, we argue that the data suggests that variation methods, and therefore significant aspects of the evolutionary process, evolve over the course of the autoconstructive runs.

2. THE PUSH LANGUAGE

Push is a programming language that was developed to serve as the language in which evolving programs are expressed [35, 49, 45, 15]. It has a minimal syntax while nonetheless providing unusual semantic power through the use of a multi-type stack-based execution architecture and the inclusion of code-manipulation instructions.

While the Push language cannot be described completely here, it can be characterized briefly as a stack-based language with a separate stack for each data type. Among the supported data types is code, which can be manipulated and executed. Programs are executed by putting them on the exec stack, from which the interpreter continuously takes and processes items. When the interpreter sees literals it pushes them onto stacks as indicated by their types. When it sees instructions, it executes them, taking any needed arguments from stacks of the appropriate types and pushing any results onto stacks of the appropriate types. If the arguments needed by an instruction are not available on the stacks, then the instruction acts as a “NOOP” and does nothing. The exec stack can be manipulated in the same ways as other data stacks, and this simplifies the implementation and evolution of a wide range of novel control structures.

Push has several features that facilitate the evolution of complex programs. Its multi-stack architecture allows programs to manipulate multiple data types without syntax restrictions and also without the possibility of type errors occurring [49]. Its re-entrant interpreter loop simplifies the evolution of several forms of iteration, recursion, and modularity [45, 41]. Its minimal syntax allows for simple hill-climbing simplification algorithms to effectively minimize the size of evolved programs [43]. It has been used for a range of applications and as the foundation for several studies of new genetic programming techniques [50, 29, 47, 46, 48, 37, 6, 42, 44, 23]. Push implementations have been written in C++, Java, JavaScript, Python, Common Lisp, Scheme, Erlang, Clojure, and R. Many of these are available for free download from the Push project web page, http://pushlanguage.org.

Most prior studies and applications of Push have used human-specified variation (crossover and mutation) methods, as are used in most other genetic programming systems. These have ranged from tree-swapping operators similar to Koza’s [24], to operators that control program size [6] or facilitate uniform variation [42]. No autoconstructive evolution was involved in these studies, or in the uses of Push to achieve human-competitive results [21].

Nevertheless, Push is well-suited for autoconstructive evolution research, and indeed support for autoconstruction was one of the driving forces behind the language’s original design [35]. In autoconstructive evolution, evolving programs must interact with their problem environments while also producing offspring. In Push, code for different tasks can be freely intermingled, producing as many outputs of as many types as needed, which can be left on data stacks at program termination. Outputs can include both candidate solutions to target problems and genomes of potential children. This makes it as simple to express autoconstructive programs in Push as it is to express other programs.

3. AutoDoG

Although autoconstructive evolution systems allow many aspects of the evolutionary algorithm to evolve, one must nonetheless make design decisions about the autoconstructive evolution system itself. What instructions will be available for varying offspring? What kind of access will individuals have to other individuals, for implementing recombination? When will the production and variation of offspring take place, relative to fitness assessment? How will the emergence of evolution-ending exact cloning strategies be prevented? A range of answers to these and related questions have been explored in prior work.

For example, the Pushpop system produced children during fitness assessment, using a Turing-complete collection of code-manipulation instructions to generate a potential child for each test case; subsequent tournaments selected individuals from whom potential children would be promoted to the following generation (assuming that they were not clones of their parents, which was prohibited) [49]. Individuals in Pushpop could conduct tournaments among the rest of the population, from which they could take mates, and they could could use code from their mates in the construction of children and even in the computation of solutions to the target problem. Pushpop could solve only relatively simple problems (for example, symbolic regression of $y = 5x^2 + x - 2$), and because of the ways in which individuals could depend on others in the population, it was often difficult to understand how evolved solutions actually worked. Nonetheless, the system allowed for the study of evolutionary dynamics under autoconstruction [36].

Subsequent systems explored a variety of alternatives, involving, for example, changes to the reproductive instruction set, changes to the ways in which mates (if any) are
selected, and changes to constraints on the birth (for example, extending the “no cloning” rule to prohibit other forms of pathological replication) and constraints on selection (for example, favoring parents with non-stagnant lineages) [38, 14]. They also explored applications to different classes of problems, including the evolution of agent behaviors in a 3D virtual world [48] and the evolution of programs with specified structural properties [11]. We cannot describe all of the previous studies here in detail, and will instead focus only on the design decisions behind our new system, AutoDoG (for “Autoconstructive Diversification of Genomes”).

Before we describe the features of AutoDoG, however, we want to be clear that we do not know which of these, or which combinations of these, may be responsible for the fact that AutoDoG appears to be capable of solving more difficult problems than previous autoconstructive evolution systems. We have results, including those described below, that seem to indicate that something about our new approach constitutes an important step in the right direction. More study will be required, however, to determine what role each of the new features plays, if any, in the improved performance of AutoDoG relative to previous systems.

3.1 Diversity-maintaining parent selection

Many problems involve multiple test cases that are used to determine the performance of programs during evolution. There are several ways in which the results of multiple test cases can be taken into consideration during parent selection. The most common approach is to sum the squares or the absolute values of the errors across all cases, and then to select parents by tournaments favoring programs with lower total error. This can work well in simple, homogenous problems, but it can work poorly when cases are heterogeneous, unbalanced, or interdependent. A technique called “implicit fitness sharing,” which was first described in [32], and later adapted for genetic programming in [26], uses a weighted sum, where weights are inversely proportional to the number of individuals that solve a particular case; this gives a program a greater reward for solving a case when fewer individuals in the population solve that case.

A newer approach, called “lexicase selection,” performs significantly better than tournament selection, either with or without implicit fitness sharing, on many kinds of problems [39, 20]. In lexicase selection, each parent selection event starts with a pool that contains the entire population. The pool is then filtered on the basis of performance on individual fitness cases, considered in random order one at a time. For each case, it retains only those individuals that are best on that case. This process filters the population using a kind of “lexicographic ordering” of cases. Over many selection events, each of which will filter the population using a sequence of cases in a different random order, this will select parents that are best on each individual case and, in the limit, on all pairs and larger subsets of the cases.

Lexicase selection was developed for the sake of its anticipated effects on program search, but it could also be argued that it is more analogous to selection in nature than are prior algorithms. Individual biological organisms are subjected to sequences of challenges over their lifetimes, reproducing if they successfully handle the challenges that they happen to face before the opportunity arises; they do not become parents on the basis of their average ability to handle all possible challenges that might arise.

Lexicase selection appears to help solve “modal” problems, in which qualitatively different modes of response are required for inputs from different regions of the domain. It also appears to help solve problems that are “uncompromising” in the sense that a solution must perform as well on each test case as it is possible to perform on that case; that is, for which it is not acceptable for a solution to perform sub-optimally on any one case in exchange for good performance on others [20]. Lexicase selection performs significantly better than the standard approach and than implicit fitness sharing, allowing the solution of more problems, in fewer generations, on a benchmark suite of problems taken from introductory programming textbooks [27, 19]. Analysis has shown that lexicase selection produces and maintains population diversity significantly better than previous techniques, and that it appears to combine exploration and exploitation in novel ways [15, 16]. This may be particularly important for autoconstructive evolution systems, in which one cannot rely on hand-coded mutation and crossover operations to maintain diversity and support exploration.

3.2 Linear genomes

Several previous autoconstructive evolution systems have produced children in the form of Push programs, which can have a nested hierarchical structure (expressed with parentheses), using code-manipulation instructions to access and alter the programs of the parent(s) in order to produce a child. Recently, however, a linear genome format for Push programs has been developed, under the name of “Plush,” where the “I” is for “linear” [17]. Plush was developed in part to facilitate the development of genetic operators with “uniformity” properties [42], and in part to increase the likelihood that instructions that are intended to operate on structured code blocks, for example conditionals like exec_if and iterators such as exec_do_range, will in fact receive such code blocks as arguments.

To support translation of linear Plush genomes into structured Push programs, each instruction that is intended to operate on code blocks is annotated with the number of code blocks that it should open. During translation, this information is used to open parenthesized sub-programs, while “epigenetic close markers” on the linear genome indicate where parenthesized sub-programs should end. Additionally, epigenetic silencing markers can be turned on to indicate that marked instructions should not be considered when translating a genome into a Push program.

In AutoDoG, autoconstructive reproduction operates on the Plush genomes of two parents to produce the Plush genome of a child. Genome manipulation instructions are included in the instruction set, and the (single) parent that is run may use these to produce a child from the genomes of the two parents. Table 1 shows AutoDoG’s current set of genome instructions.

3.3 Diversification constraint

From the first work on autoconstructive evolution it was recognized that programs in a population could not be allowed to make exact clones of themselves. If they were allowed to do so, and if a cloning program were to arise with reasonably good performance on the target problem, then the descendants of the cloning program, all of which would be identical, would rapidly fill the population. After this happens no further evolution is possible, since these
Table 1: Genome instructions in AutoDoG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>close_dec</td>
<td>Decrement close marker on a gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>close_inc</td>
<td>Increment close marker on a gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dup</td>
<td>Duplicate top genome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>empty</td>
<td>Boolean, is genome stack empty?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eq</td>
<td>Boolean, are top genomes equal?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>flush</td>
<td>Empty genome stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gene_copy</td>
<td>Copy gene from genome to genome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gene_copy_range</td>
<td>Copy genome segment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gene_delete</td>
<td>Remove gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gene_dup</td>
<td>Duplicate gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gene_randomize</td>
<td>Replace with random</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>new</td>
<td>Push empty genome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parent1</td>
<td>Push first parent’s genome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parent2</td>
<td>Push second parent’s genome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pop</td>
<td>Remove top genome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rot</td>
<td>Rotate top 3 genomes on stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rotate</td>
<td>Rotate sequence of top genome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shove</td>
<td>Insert top genome deep in stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>silence</td>
<td>Add epigenetic silencing marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stackdepth</td>
<td>Push integer depth of genome stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>swap</td>
<td>Exchange top two genomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>toggle_silent</td>
<td>Reverse silencing of a gene</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unsilence</td>
<td>Remove epigenetic silencing marker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yank</td>
<td>Pull genome from deep in stack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>yankdup</td>
<td>Copy genome from deep in stack</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AutoDoG’s current diversification constraint is only one of many possible such constraints, and perhaps not the most effective. Ideally, individuals that satisfy the constraint will produce descendants that vary in the ways in which they vary their offspring, thereby allowing variation methods to evolve. This is not necessarily true for the current constraint, and for this reason we are exploring alternatives. In the interim, we have used the constraint described here because it is simple and, it appears, reasonably effective.

3.4 AutoDoG architecture

AutoDoG is implemented within Clojush [40], which is an implementation of the Push programming language and the PushGP genetic programming system in the Clojure programming language. In this implementation, AutoDoG is simply PushGP, run using an autoconstruction genetic operator rather than human designed mutation and crossover operators. The overall control flow of AutoDoG is the same as that of PushGP, which is a reasonably standard generational genetic programming system, with a main loop that iteratively tests the error of all individuals and then builds the next generation by selecting parents and passing them to genetic operators. In AutoDoG, however, only the autoconstruction genetic operator is used.

The autoconstruction genetic operator takes two parents (which will have been selected using lexicase selection), and returns a child. It produces the child by running one of the parents in a context in which the genomes of both parents are pre-loaded on the genome stack and are also available via the genome_parent1 and genome_parent2 instructions. Prior to running the parent, any instructions that would access input are replaced with code_noop instructions (so that they will do nothing), and substitutions are made so that autoconstructive_integer_rand and autoconstructive_boolean_rand will act as calls to the random value generator, even though they are deterministic (pushing 0 or false, respectively) when run during error testing. This allows programs to use random values when generating offspring, even in problem domains for which it would be inappropriate to use a random number generator when testing a program for errors. The child produced by running the parent is then subjected to the diversification test described in Section 3.3, and either the child (if it passes the test), a random replacement (if that passes the test), or an individual with an empty genome is returned as the result of the autoconstruction genetic operator and added to the population for the next generation.

4. RESULTS

4.1 Solving a hard problem

Among the problems to which AutoDoG has been applied is “Replace Space with Newline,” a software synthesis problem: given a string, print the string, replacing spaces with newlines, and also return the integer count of the non-whitespace characters [19]. This involves multiple data types and multiple outputs, and requires conditionals and iteration or recursion. Full details of the problem (instruction set, test cases, etc.) are documented in [19, 18, 15], as is the fact that this is a difficult software synthesis problem, for which the best prior work has produced success rates of only about 50%, and for which we have never observed solutions that were generated randomly, without evolution.
AutoDoG does not succeed as reliably on this problem as has PushGP in some other configurations, but it does solve the problem approximately 5 – 10% of the time, producing general solutions. Because this is a harder problem than has been solved by previous autoconstructive evolution systems, we take this as an indication that something in AutoDoG is on the right track, and we sought to understand what is happening in AutoDoG populations when it does succeed.

4.2 Evolution evolving

One way to better understand the behavior of reproduction mechanisms is to look at the ways in which they convert parent genomes into child genomes. Here we use the Damerau-Levenshtein (edit) distances (DL-distances), applying them to sequences obtained by extracting the three components of each gene (the instruction and the close and silencing epigenetic markers discussed in Section 3.2). The stability of the reproduction mechanisms in traditional, non-autoconstructive runs is apparent in Figure 1. Here we see that, after the variation in the initial random population settles out, the distances between parents and children remain fairly consistent across the duration of the run. This is also reflected by the changes in genome size over time (Figure 2), where there is a slight upward creep, but the sizes are again bounded in a fairly narrow range.

Looking at the same data for a successful autoconstruction run, we see dramatically different behaviors. Figure 3 shows the DL-distances between parents and children in this run. Distances were consistently under about 200 throughout the non-autoconstructive run, while here they are scattered in clear clusters across a much broader range, extending up to nearly 2,500 around generation 100. There is similar clustering in the plot of genome sizes over time (Figure 4), with many of those clusters having clear analogues in Figure 3.

Presumably these different groupings represent different approaches to replication that are being explored by autoconstruction. Most of the DL-distances in the autoconstruction run are small (a quarter below 5, half below 20), suggesting that most of the autoconstruction mechanisms in this run create offspring by making small changes to the parent.

1This is why the maximum DL-distances in Figure 3 are about three times the largest genome sizes in Figure 4.
ent genomes. There are definite exceptions, however, such as the steep “stair step” climb in both DL-distances and genome lengths starting around generation 80, bringing the largest genome lengths up to the maximum allowed (800) for about 50 generations. There are also clusters with definite directional trends in genome length, suggesting reproduction methods that consistently either lengthen or shorten child genomes relative to parent genomes. Some of these appear to be dead ends, such as the strong downward trend in genome sizes from about 100 around generation 25 down to nearly 0 by about generation 75; presumably at some point the programs got short enough that they either performed too poorly on the test problem to be selected as parents or were unable to satisfy the diversification constraint.

Of particular interest is the “forked” structure in Figure 4 that starts at generation 91 and continues to the end of the run. The genome lengths start just under 100 and remain fairly constant until around generation 140 when there is a split. After the split, one section of the population continues to have genome sizes around 100, while the other shows a slow but steady increase in the genome sizes, coming close to 200 by the end of the run. The beginning of this fork is “seeded” by a new randomly generated individual in generation 91, introduced because an individual failed to pass the diversification test as described in Section 3.3. That individual becomes the progenitor of this entire structure, whose success (both at reproduction and at the target problem) appears to eventually dominate the run, driving out the other clusters. The split, however, shows that it, too, continues to evolve its reproduction methods, perhaps influenced by recombination with individuals from the other clusters. The ultimately successful individual is in fact located at the end of the upper branch of this fork, and most of its immediate ancestors are also located along that branch, suggesting that the small increases in size were sometimes accompanied by at least small improvements in performance on the problem.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented recent research on autoconstructive evolution, in which evolving individuals implement their own methods for variation of offspring along with solutions to target computational problems. Our new approach, which is implemented in a system called AutoDoG, uses linear genomes for hierarchically structured programs, a diversity-maintaining parent selection algorithm (lexicase selection), and the enforcement of diversification constraints on individuals in the population.

We observed that AutoDoG is capable of finding general solutions to the “Replace Space with Newline” software synthesis problem, which sets a new standard for the problem solving power of autoconstructive evolution. While autoconstructive evolution has not yet been demonstrated to have capabilities beyond those of genetic programming with hand-designed genetic operators, these results give us hope that such results may not be too distant.

Toward that end, we have studied the details of the evolutionary dynamics of AutoDoG in comparison to other (non-autoconstructive) runs of PushGP, and we have presented visualizations showing that the processes of variation, and therefore the processes of evolution, do indeed vary and evolve over the course of AutoDoG runs.

We do not yet know which features of AutoDoG are primarily responsible for its problem-solving power, and investigation of this question is clearly the next order of business. Through study of this question, further study of the evolutionary dynamics of successful and unsuccessful runs of AutoDoG, and refinement of the methods that it uses for autoconstruction (for example, refinement of the diversification constraint discussed in Section 3.3), we hope eventually to produce autoconstructive evolution systems with problem-solving power that rivals or exceeds that of genetic programming systems with hand-designed genetic operators.

Another promising area for future work is the use of methods presented here in other kinds of evolutionary computation systems. For example, in the Avida artificial life platform [1], it is possible for digital organisms to encode procedures for varying their offspring, although in practice they generally make exact copies that are subjected to an externally imposed mutation process to produce variation. In Avida, variation methods encoded in individuals are rarely observed, they have never been observed to contribute significantly to evolution, and have sometimes been explicitly prohibited [5, 28]. It would be interesting to see if the use of techniques presented here, particularly the enforcement of diversification constraints, might allow for autoconstructive evolution, and therefore evolving variation methods, in Avida and in other evolutionary computation systems.
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